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The department of Electronics and Communication Engineering and

Industrial IOT, organized a Guest Lecture on the topic “Industry 4.0 & its

applications” on 5th July 2024.The event was held at Seminar Hall 5 from 10.30 am

to 12.30pm. The expert speaker was " Mr. Bejoy John, Senior Director, Data

Analytics Leader, GE Aerospace, Bengaluru, India. Students from the departments

of Electronics & Communication Engineering, IoT participated in the event and a

total of 101 students attended this event.

The anchors for the program Ms. Sowmya N 2nd year student of ECE,

welcomed the guest. The event was graced by Dr. Shrinivas L Gombi, Dean

Academics/ Incharge Dean Research, MVJCE, Bangalore. Ms. Usha, 2nd year ECE

student introduced the chief guest speaker, Mr. Bejoy John.

Mr. Bejoy John has completed B.Tech in Electronics and communication

Engineering from MVJ College of Engineering. Mr. Bejoy John serves as the Senior

Director of Data & Analytics at GE Aerospace, overseeing the data strategy for the

company's global supply chain.



Ms. Usha introducing the chief guest

With over 16 years of experience in Data & Analytics, Cloud, and Digital

Transformation, sir has led numerous successful cloud computing, cybersecurity, and

software engineering initiatives. He possesses extensive expertise in developing

digital strategies to advance business objectives for both GE and its Stakeholders.

Previously he has worked as a software engineer in companies like Accenture and

Birlasoft.

Sir serves as a board member of the MVJCE - Board of Studies for ECE & IIOT

Branch representing the industry and providing inputs in the syllabus and scheme for

the students.

Dr. Shrinivas L. Gombi, shared his thoughts about guest lecture and introduced

the guest and addressed the gathering.



Dr. Shrinivas L Gombi, Dean Academics/ Incharge Dean Research , MVJCE addressing the gathering

Dr. Shrinivas L. Gombi, Deans of Academics/ Incharge Dean Research, MVJCE

welcomed the industry expert with a bouquet.

Dr. Shrinivas L Gombi, Dean Academics/ Incharge Dean Research , MVJCE welcoming the guest



Mr. Bejoy John shared his thoughts about Aviation Industry. He has given a

detailed explanation about India’s Industry 4.0 & its application. He has given an

insight about engineering roles and challenges of Industry 4.0.

He has also given a detailed lecture on application of Machine learning and

Artificial Intelligence in Industry 4.0 .He gave deep insight on ChatGpt, Meta AI etc

application sin Industry 4.0.

Students Attentively listening to the lecture.

The outcome of this event was our students are encouraged in creating

awareness in the Industry 4.0 & its applications. They are the future hopes for

applying technologies for social and economic up-lift of the country.

Ms. Usha gave a vote of thanks in the end and concluded the enthusiastic

and informative session.



Ms. Usha delivering Vote of Thanks


